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COMPLAINT 

1. This is an action filed under the qui tam provisions of the False Claims Act, 31 

U.S.C. Sec. 3729, et seq., by Plaintiff-Relator Robert J. Palombo, in the name of 

the United States and himself to recover penalties and damages caused by 

Defendant, P AE, Inc. ("P AE"). 

2. This Defendant recruited and deployed hundreds of employees to serve in 

missions for the U.S. Department of State, but failed to conduct complete 

background checks as required for such personnel. P AE did not conduct the 

discipline checks or develop the two independent references, which were 

specifically required for such background checks. These requirements were set 

forth in the base contracts and task orders through which P AE charged the United 

States Department of State. Both P AE' s responses to solicitations and its task 

order agreements, assured the government that it would conduct complete 

background checks on American national personnel it recruited to work on 

missions for the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Mfairs 

in countries including, but not limited to Mghanistan, Haiti, Lebanon, Liberia, 

and South Sudan. P AE's failure to conduct such complete background checks 

increased risks to the State Department's missions in precisely the manner these 

requirements were designed to decrease. The Relator investigated and found 

several examples of personnel who would not have been invited to pre

deployment training or hired had an appropriate complete background check been 

conducted. In addition, P AE did not conduct required random drug testing for 

personnel it hired to work in Mghanistan, failed to notify the Regional Security 
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Officer in instances of hiring host country national and third country national 

employees, did not return funds to the United States after it received those funds 

as part of the return of a contract overcharge by a subcontractor and, also did not 

to pay personnel retention bonuses. Relator attempted to correct PAE's failure to 

conduct appropriate screening of personnel and as a result was harassed and 

terminated by the company. Accordingly, Relator files this action to recover 

damages and civil penalties on behalf of himself and the United States. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. This action arises under the False Claims Act ("FCA"), 31 U.S. C. §§ 3729, et 

seq. 

4. This Court maintains subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 31 

U.S.C. § 3732(a) and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

5. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 3732(a) because the 

defendant regularly transacts business in this District and did so at all times 

relevant to this complaint and the False Claims Act confers national jurisdiction. 

6. There has been no public disclosure of the allegations contained in this complaint. 

7. Robert J. Palombo is the original source of the information contained in this 

complaint within the meaning of31 U.S.C. § 3730(e)(4)(B). 

8. Mr. Palombo has independent knowledge of all the information contained herein, 

and Mr. Palombo has voluntarily provided such information to the United States 

government prior to filing this action. 
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PARTIES 

9. Plaintiff-Relator Robert J. Palombo is the former Strategic Work Force 

Manager/Mission Assurance Manager, for P AE Government Services, a division 

of Pacific Architects and Engineers, Incorporated. He held these positions from 

June of 2011 until July of 2013. Mr. Palombo has more than forty years of 

experience as an investigator and manager. He has worked both within 

governmental agencies and for contractors to the United States government at 

senior levels. For example, Mr. Palombo served as Associate Special Agent in 

Charge in New York for the Drug Enforcement Administration and he directed 

the District of Columbia Inspector General's Public Corruption Unit. He also 

worked as a private consultant for SRA and Northrop Grumman for more than ten 

years. 

10. Defendant, PAE, Inc. is also known as Pacific Architects and Engineers 

Incorporated, P AE Systems, Inc., and PAE Government Services, hereinafter will 

be referred to as "P AE." 

11. PAE holds and manages contracts and task orders with the U.S. Department of 

State, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs ("INL'') to 

provide personnel for missions in Mghanistan, Haiti, Lebanon and Liberia and 

South Sudan. 

12. PAE was a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin, Inc. from 2006 until 

2011 and is now owned by the private equity firm Lindsay Goldberg. P AE has 

headquarters in Arlington, Virginia and according to its website has 10,000 

employees. 
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13. Defendant Lockheed Martin, Incorporated, is a publicly traded company. It 

owned PAE from 2006-2011. It is jointly liable with other defendants for 

allegations regarding P AE, which occurred during the time it owned P AE. In 

2011, PAE was sold to the private equity firm Lindsay Goldberg. 

14. Defendant Lindsay Goldberg is a private equity firm based in New York City. It 

now owns P AE and is jointly liable for P AE' s actions detailed herein. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

15. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

16. PAE failed to conduct the complete background checks it was required by 

contract to perform when hiring personnel it recruited to work on State 

Department Missions. 

17. P AE also failed to conduct random drug testing as required on personnel in 

Afghanistan, failed to notify the Regional Security Officers with regard to host 

country and third country national personnel it hired, and committed several other 

violations of the Federal False Claims Act as detailed below. 

18. In 2004, PAE was first awarded a base contract under the CIVPOL (Civilian 

Police) Contract Solicitation Number S-LMAQM-03-R-0109. The contract 

number as signed by PAE is S-LMAQM-04-C-0033. 

19. Through that base contract, P AE could then bid to obtain task orders, many of 

which are still active today. 
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20. Task orders authorize P AE to commence hiring and to bill the United States 

Department of State. 

21. P AE was awarded task orders for work in Afghanistan under the Justice System 

Support Program (JSSP), the Correction System Support Program (CSSP) and the 

Interdiction Program. 

22. Task orders for work in Haiti, Lebanon, Liberia, and South Sudan were also 

awarded to P AE under this same base contract structure. 

23. Many of these projects are ongoing based on extensions of or continuing authority 

under the appropriate task order. 

24. In addition, PAE was one of six prime contractor awardees for the Criminal 

Justice Program Support (CJPS) base contract and allowed to bid for task orders 

under this new base contract for work in Haiti and Mexico. 

25. As of this filing, the Relator learned that PAE had just won an award under a task 

order to hire personnel for work in Mexico under the CJPS program. 

26. The CIVPOL and the CJPS base contracts, as well as the specific task orders 

awarded to P AE under the CIVPOL and CJPS contract, impose conditions on 

PAE. 

27. While some task orders involve hiring candidates to train host nation personnel 

and others create positions to carry out tasks directly, all of them included some 

basic provisions about the personnel to be hired for these missions. 

28. For American national personnel hired, at a minimum, P AE is required to conduct 

background checks, which among other contract requirements, specifically 

include conducting discipline checks and developing two independent references. 
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29. These complete background checks are required to occur prior to such personnel 

attending any pre-deployment training. 

30. Moreover, discipline checks and the development of two independent references 

are industry standard requirements for government security clearances. 

31. The vast majority of the positions filled under these contracts and task orders 

were based upon the government standard of a Minimum Risk Public Trust 

(MRPT) security level, which generally requires a completed form (SF) 85P from 

an applicant. 

32. To confirm the facts presented by any applicant for this level of position several 

kinds of background sources are used, including the discipline check and the two 

independent references specifically required by this contract structure. 

33. PAE contracted with several background check companies, but only required 

database checks from those sub-contractors. 

34. PAE never contracted for discipline checks or independent reference checks to be 

done. 

35. P AE also did not conduct the discipline or reference checks itself as 

recommended in the Relator's Strategic Staffing Process matrix prepared soon 

after his arrival at P AE. 

36. PAE therefore did not conduct the complete background checks it agreed to do 

under these contracts and task orders. 

37. In its applications for new task orders and in signing such new task orders as well 

as task order extensions, P AE repeatedly assured the government it was doing 

these complete background checks. 
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38. Personnel who should have been rejected through a properly conducted pre-

screening and complete background check were sometimes rejected at pre-

deployment training. 

39. In those cases, the government incurred unnecessary costs. 

40. Training costs, including travel, per-diems, and stipends would be incurred for a 

candidate who never should have been invited to train. 

41. In addition, and more problematic, are the candidates PAE should have rejected 

through appropriate pre-screening, but who were actually hired and deployed. 

42. The base CIVPOL contract Amendment 0009 makes clear that the completed 

background check is supposed to occur as the first step in any screening process. 

43. The process is different at the pre-screening stage for host country nationals and 

third country nationals hired by P AE. 

44. P AE is required to inform the State Department Regional Security Officer 

("RSO") so that the government can perform an appropriate vetting process on 

these candidates as contemplated by Amendment 0009 to the base CIVPOL 

contract, which states: 

When applicable, host country and/or third country nationals contracted by 
the company shall be screened by the Regional Security Officer (RSO). 
The project manager will be required to coordinate this screening with the 
local RSOs. 

45. Mr. Palombo was told by a security official ofPAE, who had previously 

consulted with the Interdiction Deputy Program Manager, that this process was 

not occurring. 
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46. The security official was particularly concerned, because he learned about P AE' s 

failure immediately after a host country national employee had been involved in a 

terrorist action. 

47. That host country national employee ofP AE was involved in a car bombing at the 

Interdiction compound in Mghanistan. 

48. Relator notes that all these task orders are for projects are in highly sensitive areas 

of the world in which security is a constant issue. 

49. They often involve difficult work, in stressful situations, for long hours. 

50. The screening and quality assurance work required are material to, if not crucial, 

to the task orders, because the personnel were being hired to represent the United 

States and work to help implement State Department missions in sensitive areas. 

51. The utmost care in hiring such personnel should have been taken. 

52. Certainly the minimal contractual requirements for pre-screening should have 

been met. 

53. P AE did not meet those requirements despite repeated assurances that it did. 

54. P AE' s willful failure to conduct appropriate pre-screening as well as its failure to 

coordinate with the RSOs, increases the security risks to State Department 

missions. It increases the chance that a candidate who should not be involved in a 

sensitive mission might be. 

55. These failures have also created actual security problems for the State 

Department from personnel who should not have been hired. 
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56. While the Relator's specific scope of work was to cover pre-screening and 

training of American national candidates, he also came into contact with problems 

related to the work conducted in the field. 

57. For example, Relator learned from one senior manager that random drug testing 

was not being conducted as required for the Afghanistan CSSP task order. 

58. He also learned of several issues involving false billing by P AE. Relator learned 

that P AE did not pay retention bonuses to personnel while charging the 

government for them, and that P AE did not reimburse the government for 

overbilling charges P AE was able to recover from a subcontractor. 

59. PAE not only failed to take action to fix any of the systemic problems identified 

by the Relator, the company worked to find a pretext to dismiss him. 

60. Mr. Palombo was released pursuant to a "reduction in force" and offered a 

severance package he did not accept. 

B. BACKGROUND CHECK REQUIREMENTS ARE STATED IN CONTRACTS 

61. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

62. Virtually every document submitted to the government to obtain task orders under 

the CIVPOL base contract includes assurances by P AE that disciplinary and 

reference checks should be and were being conducted for American national 

employees. 

63. Virtually every task order issued by the State Department indicated that such steps 

were required by contract. 
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64. For example, a P AE Draft Personnel Management Staffing Plan for the 

Afghanistan Justice System Support Program (JSSP) states: 

4.0 SCREENING AND SELECTION 

P AE thoroughly screens candidates for the JSSP Task Order to ensure that 
those selected meet or exceed the minimum qualifications for each position 
and display an aptitude for service in the challenging Afghanistan 
environment. Screening of JSSP candidates will include: 

• Verification of requisite experience 
• Medical examination 
• Verification of passport validity 
• Psychological evaluation 
• Thorough background investigation (disciplinary, criminal, and credit 

checks) 
• Reference checks (including two developed references) 
• Verification for the ability to obtain the required MRPT or security 

clearance 

65. Relator notes that this plan was drafted by P AE with the intent of obtaining new 

business from the State Department. 

66. The date of this document, listed as 31 August 2012, indicates that it was created 

after the Relator himself had spent considerable time reminding senior 

management that these pre-screening requirements were required and were not 

being done. 

67. The Correction System Support Program (CSSP)- Statement of Work C.2 

Subtask !A-Advisory Assistance and Training August 06, 2012 states: 

4. Pre-Screening: the contractor shall conduct pre-screening on all 
qualified Advisor candidates in the database .... The Contractor shall then 
conduct other pre-screening, including, but not limited to background 
checks on disciplinary, criminal and credit matters. The Contractor shall 
conduct at least two phone interviews of references. 
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68. The Statement of Work For Liberia Civilian Police Development Extension 

through January 23,2014, Reference Task Order# SAQMPD05F2642 December 

12, 2012 states: 

The Contractor shall be responsible for conducting pre-screening of all 
candidates proposed for training and deployment prior to attending Pre
Deployment Training, which shall include but not be limited to, ensuring 
the following for all successful candidates: 

Clear background, disciplinary, criminal and credit checks, including 
developing at least two independent background references and 
verification of employment by other CIVPOL Contractors, as applicable; 

69. These requirements are not new to PAE. They were established from the 

beginning of the CIVPOL base contract. 

70. The base contract solicitation specifically requires candidates to have 

"unblemished backgrounds." 

71. Amendment 0009 to solicitation number SL-MAQM-03-R-0109, which was the 

solicitation for the base contract as signed and agreed to by P AE, states: 

.... the contractor is responsible for ensuring that all contractor personnel 
meet the following criteria for screening and selection: (See Attachment) 

1. Background investigation initiated: 
Multiple calls I callbacks 
Interviews conducted 
Internal affairs reports and performance evaluations reviewed 

Internal affairs I P.E. Reviewed 
Interview personal references 

72. Amendment 0009 makes clear that these steps were to be taken prior to screening 

being completed, and additional steps were required after the complete 

background check, including a quality review of the background investigation 

prior to any offer being extended to the candidate. 
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73. Furthermore Amendment 0009 states: 

In addition to the screening and selection results, each uncleared employee 
will be required to complete the Standard Form (SF) 85P (Questionnaire 
for Public Trust Positions), finger print cards (two each), DOS credit 
release, and DD form 214 for former military personnel, forDS to render 
a determination of deployment eligibility. 

74. Virtually every task order also confirms these requirements, which were part of 

the contract documents P AE originally agreed to under the CIVPOL base 

contract. 

75. Under the weight of these documents, it is not possible for P AE to claim it was 

unaware that these requirements were part of the task orders; they were required 

and material to the government's decision to pay for the services of each person 

PAEhired. 

76. Indeed PAE's whole purpose under each task order was to provide qualified 

personnel. 

77. Proper screening of such personnel was integral to the hiring process. 

78. These requirements were supposed to be completed during the pre-screening 

process and prior to pre-deployment training. 

79. On occasion a candidate who was invited to pre-deployment training was not 

deployed, because that candidate failed some portion of the pre-deployment 

training. 

80. Any such candidate, who would have been rejected by a complete background 

check, but was invited by P AE to pre-deployment training, creates unnecessary 

costs and damages to the United States. 
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81. Candidates are paid to attend pre-deployment training and there are additional 

costs associated with this phase. 

82. Those costs, of course, pale in comparison to the risks created when a candidate 

who should not have been deployed was in fact deployed. 

83. Any candidate who would fail such basic background examination, and is 

deployed, puts at risk the missions the State Department is conducting, in 

precisely the manner a complete background check is intended to limit. 

C. RELATOR INVESTIGATES CANDIDATES THROUGH THE USE OF 
ONLINE "PHQ" TEST AND FINDS CANDIDATES PAE SHOULD NOT HAVE 
INVITED TO PRE-DEPLOYMENT TRAINING OR DEPLOYED 

84. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

85. An additional contract requirement for hiring personnel, created a special 

opportunity for the Relator to investigate candidates. 

86. PAE was required to conduct psychological evaluations, which were generally 

conducted at pre-deployment training. 

87. In January of2012, PAE hired a sub-contractor called "LESI" to perform the 

psychological evaluations. As part of those evaluations, LESI used its own online 

tool called PHQ for "Personal History Questionnaire." 

88. PHQ is designed to elicit candid responses to background information and PHQ 

reports are not privileged. 

89. These PHQ reports provided an opportunity for the Relator to investigate some 

applicants, albeit generally after the candidates had already been invited to pre-

deployment. 
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90. Through use ofPHQ reports, the Relator discovered several candidates who 

should not have been invited to pre-deployment training or deployed. 

91. The Relator reported to management regarding several such candidates including, 

but not limited to, six whose reports are discussed herein: Mr. W, Mr. K, Mr. G. 

Mr. 0, Mr. F, and Ms. 8. 1 

92. At least two of these candidates Mr. 0 and Ms. S, not only were invited to pre

deployment training, but also were deployed by P AE in the field despite serious 

issues revealed by their PHQ reports. 

93. Mr. F was not invited to pre-deployment training, only because his position did 

not require pre-deployment training. 

94. Mr. W, Mr. K, and Mr. G were each invited to pre-deployment training. 

95. The PHQ reports for each of these candidates revealed a matter, which, at the very 

least, should have resulted in additional investigation prior toP AE inviting the 

candidate to pre-deployment. 

96. Only PAE's willful failure to conduct complete background checks explains the 

fact that these six candidates reached such an advanced stage in the hiring process 

as the Relator's reports discussed below indicate. 

i. MR. W FAILED POLICE BACKGROUND CHECKS 

97. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

98. On October 12, 2012, the Relator wrote a memorandum for PAE, based on his 

investigation of Mr. W's PHQ report. Mr. W was invited to pre-deployment 

1 Full names of all such subjects ofPHQ reports are redacted. 
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training despite serious problems in his background. The Relator explained Mr. 

W's history: 

Mr. W first applied for a Haiti police advisor position in 2008 and was 
ultimately rejected by INL program (reason unknown). He again applied 
in 2011 and was found to possess the minimum qualifications for the 
position. As such he was asked to submit a P AE employment application 
and among other documents, an SF 85P Questionnaire for Public Trust 
Positions. Mr. W's application packet was approved and his Minimum 
Risk Public Trust (MPRT) was granted by DOS on 12/28/11 (Note: the 
writer was not able to review Mr. W' s P AE Employment Application, 
PAE background investigation, and SF 85P). He was invited to attend the 
June 2012 Pre-Deployment Training (PDT) Class at the Executive 
Conference and Training Center (ECTC). On June 151

h Mr. W attended 
Management Oral Board (MOB) (Attachment A) and was found to be 
unsuitable for mission deployment based on the concern of the three 
reviewers. Their concerns focused mainly on his lack of motivation, 
previous job demotion, and lack of prior mission experience. 

99. The PHQ revealed that Mr. W had been incarcerated pursuant to a domestic 

dispute he claimed occurred 30 years ago with charges dropped. 

100. Mr. W also claimed to have been involved in two disciplinary incidents while 

working for a police department. 

101. More importantly, the PHQ revealed Mr. W had been denied employment with 

police as a result of background checks. 

102. Indeed, the PHQ revealed that Mr. W had been denied employment by three 

different police departments, because of his failure on background checks, yet 

P AE did not conduct such a background investigation prior to inviting Mr. W to 

pre-deployment training. 

103. Any proper background check would have revealed the fact that the candidate had 

been rejected and required investigation into the underlying reasons for those 

denials prior to an invitation to pre-deployment training. 
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104. Despite this history, Mr. W did, in fact, attend pre-deployment training. 

105. He was paid for his attendance and, only at that point, was he found to be 

unsuitable. 

106. The Relator wrote his conclusion on this case, which was circulated toP AE 

management and made clear there was a continued failure to conduct complete 

background checks: 

It is obvious from the above stated facts and circumstances that the present 
vetting process to include the P AE Employment Application (Attachment 
C), DOS SF 85P (Attachment D), and the PAE initiated background 
investigation failed to identify any of the Critical Items contained within 
the online PHQ Background Investigators Report. 

ii. MR. K'S EMPLOYMENT HISTORY WAS NOT COMPLETE 

107. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

108. Mr. K, a JSSP advisor candidate, attended the July 2012 pre-deployment training 

class at the Executive Conference and Training Center in Sterling, Virginia. 

109. This candidate had worked for a competitor, a company also in a position to hire 

people under the base CIVPOL contract named CPl. 

110. CPI is required to disclose, through a Verification ofEmployment (VOE), 

information on its former employees in these circumstances. 

111. Mr. Palombo investigated and found that while CPI did not provide complete 

Verification ofEmployment information, that company did indicate that the 

candidate did not successfully fulfill the terms of its contract. 
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112. The Relator was able to review the PHQ report on Mr. K and follow up with an 

investigation including an interview of Mr. K. 

113. Thereafter, the Relator wrote an extensive memo to his superior Lynn Holland on 

September 24,2012 regarding Mr. K. 

114. The Relator's memo on Mr. K states: 

In his P AE application, specifically the section concerning Employment 
and Personal History, Mr. K indicated that his reason for leaving 
employment with Civilian Police International (CPI) in March 2009 was 
due to "Emergency." When Interviewed by LESI, Mr. K cited his reason 
for leaving as "Terminated." 

115. The Relator interviewed the candidate at pre-deployment and noted, "Mr. K was 

terminated by CPI as a result of an alleged assault on him by Mr. K's roommate 

while serving in Iraq." 

116. The Relator also wrote: 

Mr. K was presented with the conflicting documents and asked why he 
chose to provide his reason for separation from CPI as "Emergency" when 
in fact he was terminated. Mr. K replied that his choice of the word 
emergency was based on his belief that his immediate departure from Iran 
as a result of the assault incident was an emergency measure. He could 
provide no explanation for not using the same reason on the LESI 
Background Investigator's report. 

117. The Relator reported to his superiors, "Mr. K believes that he was terminated 

because he insisted that CPI take immediate action on the alleged assault ... " 

However, Mr. K also" ... stated that he had no documentation from CPI 

delineating the reason for his termination." 

118. Absent Relator's use of the online PHQ tool there would have been no 

investigation into Mr. K's employment history at all. 
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119. The Relator noted," ... while Mr. K's explanation of his termination from CPI is 

plausible, it remains unresolved due to CPI's non-compliance with the VOE 

(Verification ofEmployment) request." 

120. Mr. Palombo recommended Mr. Knot be deployed until further information was 

obtained from the Department of State. 

121. At this time, the Relator is not aware whether Mr. K deployed, however it is his 

understanding that P AE considered the candidate eligible to deploy. 

iii. MR. G FAIT.ED TO FU.E TAXES AND HAD BEEN INCARCERATED 

122. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

123. Mr. Palombo investigated Mr. G, who was a CSSP/JCAT Candidate. 

124. Mr. G had been invited to pre-deployment training where he was disqualified on 

medical grounds. 

125. On October 2, 2012, the Relator provided his superior a detailed report regarding 

P AE' s failure to investigate Mr. G. 

126. Mr. Palombo stated: 

Of particular concern to this writer is Mr. G's conviction for willful failure 
to file federal taxes and his recent arrest for computer harassment even 
though those charges were allegedly dismissed. 

127. The PHQ report attached to Mr. G's file indicates that not only was he arrested for 

computer harassment with charges dismissed, but also that he had been 

incarcerated. 
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128. Again, a complete background check, conducted as required under the base 

contract or CSSP task orders, would have identified these issues and required 

further investigation. 

129. Notwithstanding these background issues, Mr. G attended pre-deployment 

training. At pre-deployment Mr. G was not allowed to deploy when he could not 

obtain a medical authorization. 

130. PAE failed to perform the complete background investigation of Mr. G required 

prior to providing an invitation to Mr. G for pre-deployment training. 

iv. Mr. 0 WAS FIRED AS A TEACHER IN KOSOVO AND THEN 
ACCUSED OF SEXUAL ASSULT 

131. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

132. Mr. 0 was deployed by P AE, after which he was cited in a serious incident report 

regarding events at Camp Gibson in Kabul Afghanistan, dated 17 Dec 2012. 

133. The report states that Mr. 0 was involved in separate incidents allegedly 

involving sexual misconduct against two male DynCorp employees. 

134. Mr. 0 was repatriated thereafter. 

135. The Relator conducted a follow up investigation of Mr. 0, who was deployed by 

PAE as an Advisor Attorney. 

136. Mr. 0 was deployed as a retraining candidate, having worked for P AE previously 

under the CIVPOL program in Liberia in 2006. 

137. The Relator was able to review Mr. O's, PHQ, but only after the candidate had 

been repatriated as a result of this serious incident report. 
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138. One of the critical elements revealed by the PHQ was Mr. O's termination as a 

teacher in Kosovo. Mr. 0 claimed he was terminated because he "failed too many 

students, they complained ... " 

139. In addition, Mr. O's recent employment history included multiple brief 

assignments, resignations after brief periods oftime and employment as other 

than an attorney after his termination. 

140. Such an employment history should have warranted further inquiry prior to any 

invitation to pre-deployment, much less actual deployment. 

141. PAE also deployed Mr. 0 despite the fact that PAE previously had deployed him 

in another mission unsuccessfully. 

142. As Mr. Palombo wrote in an email to PAE Staffing Lead Sanait Tesfagiorgis on 

August 4, 2011, "shouldn't he [Mr. 0] be disqualified period?" 

143. If P AE had conducted a competent background check, it would have either 

disqualified Mr. 0 or required deeper investigation into his background prior to 

pre-deployment. 

144. P AE failed to conduct the complete background investigation required, and it 

ignored the Relator's advice based on P AE' s own history with Mr. 0. 

145. Instead, P AE chose to re-deploy Mr. 0 to Afghanistan, where he allegedly 

sexually assaulted two people. 

v. MR F COMMITTED LARCENY OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 

146. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 
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147. Mr. F was being considered for a procurement specialist position under the 

Interdiction task order. 

148. The PHQ revealed he had a significant disciplinary incident, which resulted in a 

finding of "larceny of government property." 

149. Fortunately, as a result, PAE did not deploy Mr. F. 

150. However, this fact about Mr. F was discovered by the PHQ test and not by the 

required complete background check. 

151. Unfortunately, P AE is not even using the PHQ test to obtain background 

information on candidates at this time, and it is also still not performing the 

complete background tests required. 

vi. MS. SHAD A HISTORY OF AMPHETAMINE USE 

152. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

153. Ms. Shad been deployed to Afghanistan in the JSSP program. 

154. The Relator reviewed the PHQ report on Ms. Sand discovered that it revealed her 

amphetamine use from December of 2001 to the moment of her application with 

PAE. 

155. The PHQ report also revealed two disciplinary incidents, and a 

termination/resignation by mutual agreement with a law firm at which she worked 

for five years. 

156. The use of such drugs, and such an employment history, should have triggered an 

additional investigation prior to pre-deployment training, much less actual 

deployment. 
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157. This candidate also arrived at pre-deployment training without the required 

medical examination or drug screening. 

158. Despite this extensive history, Ms. S was deployed by PAE. 

D. PAE REJECTS RELATOR'S PROPOSED USE OF PHQ 

159. The allegations contained in the above paragraphs are hereby re-alleged and set 

forth fully as above. 

160. Mr. Palombo's use of the PHQ demonstrates how P AE could have identified 

some, if not many, of the candidates who would have failed a complete 

background check and limited the associated risk to the State Department INL 

missions. 

161. The Relator advocated using the PHQ to augment PAE's hiring process. 

162. The Relator emailed a White Paper on the PHQ to his superior Lynn Holland with 

copies to Michael Tindle and Mark Kroeker on November 30, 2012. In this 

White Paper, the Relator stated: 

LESI' s online PHQ has been widely used and accepted by over 900 police 
departments in 18 States since 2001 as well as a large number of state and 
local corrections agencies, private security, telecommunications and 
emergency medical agencies. 

Its value to P AE has been clearly demonstrated as described above and if 
employed as a background tool should not violate any Department of 
Labor or EEOC regulations. 

163. At no time did P AE officially decide to implement the PHQ tool as a way to 

enhance or substitute for requirements of the background investigations. 

164. The Relator was able to get some endorsements for expanded use of the PHQ 

from some officials within the company, but P AE has not adopted it to provide 

additional background information on candidates. 
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165. For example, Zachary Cantrell, Security Manager for P AE, reviewed Mr. 

Palombo's White Paper on the subject and said: 

Bob, 
I've read this document from several different perspectives, trying 

to play Devil' s Advocate and identify weak spots or other reasons to 
disregard the value and validity of this approach. I could not find anything. 
To me, the PHQ will be a valuable tool that not only saves us time, labor 
and money, but distinguishes us from our competitors by allowing us to 
deliver higher quality candidates at a greater consistency. 

Those are all the buzzwords I wanted to pack in, but the bottom 
line is, I fully support your initiative here and if there is anything else I can 
do to help it gain traction, please let me know. 

166. Unfortunately, Mr. Cantrell's opinion did not carry the day at PAE and this step 

was not taken. 

167. As part of the background checks required under the CIVPOL program, P AE paid 

other subcontractors for background database checks, which were conducted. 

168. P AE was already paying LESI for the psychological tests it conducted as part of 

the pre-deployment requirements. 

169. Of course, PAE would have been forced to fail candidates based on information 

provided from an expanded use of the PHQ, just as some candidates would have 

failed ifP AE conducted the required complete background check. 

170. P AE' s knowing failure to conduct complete background checks resulted in 

deployment of people who should not have been deployed. 

171. The Relator made management aware of these issues on multiple occasions. 

172. For example, in a memorandum of April 30, 2013 Mr. Palombo wrote: 

I personally observed this process and can say without reservation that it 
was the worst I've seen in my two years with P AE. The Strategic Work 
Force Director and her staffing unit disregarded both the CIVPOL base 
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contract and CSSP/JSSP task order SOW's [statements ofwork] pre
screening requirements ... 

173. The Relator went on to detail many concerns he had with the process, including 

that many steps were not conducted prior to candidates attending pre-deployment 

training. The Relator specifically cited disciplinary checks, roster reviews, 

medical and drug screening as requirements, which were not fulfilled by P AE 

regarding candidates who attended pre-deployment training. 

174. The Relator's investigations, as a result of his ability to access the PHQ reports, 

revealed candidates who made it through the pre-screening process and were even 

deployed who should not have been. 

175. The Relator only had access to the information from the PHQ for a relatively 

short period of time, from approximately June of 2012 until no later than March 

of2013. 

176. Even when he had access to the PHQ information, it was only on an informal 

basis and not as part of a regular pre-screening process. 

177. Even with limited access to such information, the Relator was able to discover 

several candidates who should not have been invited to pre-deployment, much 

less deployed. 

178. The Relator continued to insist, with no support from senior management, that 

complete background checks, including discipline checks and the development of 

two independent references, were required and should be conducted. 

179. P AE refused to take these steps. 

180. Worse, the Relator was reprimanded for insisting that P AE conduct these checks. 
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181. Mr. Palombo attended a meeting called by Krisstal Santiago ofPAE Human 

Resources, on Wednesday March 13, 2013, with Lynn Holland and Pat Evans. 

182. At the meeting, Mr. Palombo pointed to the contract requirements for such 

discipline and reference checks. 

183. He noted that he had previously sent an email regarding these requirements to 

Lynn Holland, who at the meeting denied receiving it. 

184. Ms. Holland and Ms. Santiago verbally reprimanded Mr. Palombo and Mr. Evans 

for attempting to fulfill this part of the contract requirements and forbade the 

Relator from conducting such discipline and developed reference checks in the 

future. 

E. THE SCOPE OFPAE'S CIVPOLTASKORDERBUSINESS 

185. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

186. The scope ofPAE's business under the CIVPOL base contract and task orders 

and the CJPS base contract and task order is extensive. 

187. As of approximately June of2012, according to PAE's own documents, PAE had 

filled hundreds of positions based on task orders it won from the U.S. Department 

of State. 

188. PAE was responsible to fill all of the positions discussed herein. 

189. The JSSP, CSSP and Interdiction task orders give PAE authority to hire personnel 

for work based in Afghanistan. 

190. The CSSP task order authorized 94 American national positions 88 of which had 

been filled by P AE at the time. There were also 11 third country national 
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positions, which were all filled by PAE and 219 host country national positions of 

which 209 were filled by P AE. 

191. The JSSP task order had 89 American national positions with 72 positions filled 

by P AE. There were 6 third country national positions all filled by P AE and 252 

host country national positions ofwhich 216 were filled by PAE. 

192. The Interdiction task order had 29 American national positions ofwhich 27 were 

filled by PAE. There were 22 third country national positions ofwhich 21 were 

filled by PAE and148 host country national positions all filled by PAE. 

193. The Haiti task order had 119 American national positions of which PAE filled 95. 

There were 14 host country national positions of which 12 were filled by PAE. 

194. The Liberia task order had 21 American national positions of which P AE had 

filled 16. There were 4 host country national positions all filled by P AE. 

195. The Lebanon task order had 36 American national positions of which PAE had 

filled 34. There were 70 host country national positions of which 67 were filled 

byPAE. 

196. The South Sudan task order had 15 American national positions of which 12 were 

filled by PAE. There were 6 third country national positions all filled by PAE and 

15 host country national positions with 1 filled by PAE. 

197. The Relator notes that while South Sudan was demobilized prior to June 2011, 

P AE would never the less be bound by the same background requirements for this 

task order. 
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198. PAE was able to bill the State Department for the personnel hired for each of 

these positions and for many more positions over previous years based on its task 

order authority. 

199. PAE was able to bill the government for costs associated with pre-screening and 

pre-deployment training for these positions. 

200. Both the scope and the impact ofPAE's willful failure to conduct required pre-

screening are huge based upon the purposes of CIVPOL and the number of people 

the company deployed. 

201. The U.S. Department of State explains the importance of the CIVPOL program in 

a document entitled "Overview of Civilian Police and Rule of Law Programs Fact 

Sheet on the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs," 

dated January 20, 2009. This fact sheet defines the CIVPOL mission under which 

the P AE personnel are deployed as follows: 

... The Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs 
(INL), Office of Civilian Police and Rule ofLaw (CIV) was charged with 
working with all criminal justice agencies rather than just simply the 
civilian police. INL/CIV now employs senior technical specialists in 
prosecutorial, judicial and correctional development as well as in the 
civilian police field. 

Decisions to deploy CIVPOL and/or Rule of Law programs in specific 
missions are made at the highest levels of the federal government based on 
consultations among the White House, Department of State and other 
agencies. 

CIVPOL from the United States and more than 50 other countries are 
deployed around the globe in support of international-post conflict 
stabilization and redevelopment operations. Their presence promotes 
peace and stability in areas recovering from conflict ... 

CIVPOL have become a vital tool ofU.S. foreign policy. Only 50 
American police officers participated in the Haiti CIVPOL mission in 
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1994. Since then, more than 7,000 experienced U.S. Law enforcement 
officers and experts have participated in CIVPOL missions .... 

202. P AE was aware of the contract requirements for personnel hired to work on any 

CIVPOL mission and was also aware of the important principles underlying them. 

203. PAE's own power point presentation, "Rule of Law Capacity Building Programs 

in Mghanistan" makes clear the company understands why these positions exist 

and that P AE knows it is engaged in hiring for sensitive positions. 

204. Page four of the presentation addresses the scope of these operations: 

JSSP 
Providing training and mentoring to judges, prosecutors defenders and 
police & CID investigators throughout the Mghan rule-of-law system. 
(M:OJ, MOl, AGO's Office and Ministry ofWomen's Mfairs)-2006 to 
present. 

CSSP 
Providing training and mentoring to correctional officers, supervisors, 
facility commanders and Executive Administrators at Mghan National 
level corrections entities, (MOJ, JOI, Central Prisons Directorate (CPD), 
and the Juvenile Rehabilitation Directorate) - 2006 to present 

Interdiction 
Providing technical and logistical training and mentoring to the Counter 
Narcotics Police- Mghanistan (CNPA), the National Interdiction Unit 
(NIU)Sensitive Investigation Unit (NIU) and Technical Investigative Unit 
(TIU) - 2007 present 

205. This presentation goes on to discuss what P AE describes as the capacity building 

successes of these programs as a result of its work. 

206. However, it is clear that the kinds of positions created to fulfill these missions 

should only be filled by candidates who are screened properly. 

207. The positions are in foreign environments and involve pressure, long working 

hours, and security issues, which is why all of the task orders and base contracts 

thorough pre-screening. 
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208. It is also why PAE's knowing failure to conduct such screenings, including the 

complete background checks required by the contracts, put these missions, as a 

whole, at risk. 

209. PAE's failure to meet these basic screening requirements was endemic. 

210. Indeed, the Relator advised Jessica Bejarano, PAE's Chief Ethics and Compliance 

Officer, in an email of June 2013: 

I asked Mike to pull all training files to determine how many candidates 
arrived at PDT. He advised the number was 297 from July 2011 to April 
2013. I know for a fact that all the advisor candidates arrived without 
discipline or developed reference checks. In fact many did not have 
provided reference checks as required in the base contract ... only 15 of the 
297 had discipline and some form of a developed reference check. 

211. Relator notes that "Mike" as referred to in the quotation is Michael Postelewaite, 

CIVPOL/CJPS Training Manager. 

212. This email identifies at least 282 candidates for which both requirements 

discussed were not being performed by P AE. 

213. This memo covers only a two-year period. 

214. Mr. Palombo's information is that the failure to conduct these key pre-screening 

requirements extended for most of the length P AE' s participation in the CIVPOL 

contract. 

215. In addition, PAE hired a large number of third country national and host country 

national personnel. 

216. PAE was required to coordinate such hiring closely with the RSO to give the State 

Department an opportunity to screen such personnel. 

217. The Relator's information is thatPAE frequently failed to provide information to 

the RSO, hampering the State Department's ability to conduct any such screening. 
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218. The Relator's information is that the very few PAE employees who are required 

by task orders to meet higher levels of security clearance, such as a top secret 

clearance, have been appropriately screened. 

219. The vast majority of positions P AE contracted to fill do not fall into that category 

and were not appropriately screened. 

F. PAE DID NOT CONDUCT DRUG TESTING IN THE FIELD 

220. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

221. The Relator worked for P AE for two years and discovered many serious concerns 

in discussions with senior managers in charge of implementing the task orders. 

222. On or about May of2013, in conversations with Mike Quinlan, the Program 

Implementer (PI) of the CSSP task order for Afghanistan, the Relator learned that 

random drug testing was not being conducted. 

223. Such drug testing was absolutely required by task orders granted P AE for work in 

Afghanistan. 

224. A draft version of the CSSP Personnel Management plan page 9, dated 22 

February 2010, includes this standard language about drug testing: 

8.0 Drug-Free Worl\.place 

PAE is committed to maintain a drug-free workplace. We will strictly enforce 
the provisions of General Order 1 for all employees on the CSSP Task Order 
in Afghanistan and ensure that all of our employees know that they are subject 
to Government search at all times. We will also flow down these requirements 
to our sub-contractors. Our drug free workplace program also includes: 

1. Education/Prevention-P AE will brief CSSP personnel during Pre
Deployment Orientation and Training, and periodically thereafter on 
the unique nature of drug availability and abuse in Afghanistan, the 
consequences of illegal drug use, and where to find help if an 
employee has a problem. 
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2. Testing 

a. As stated above, P AE requires that all CSSP 

American personnel pass a urinalysis test before employment as part 
ofPre-Deployment Orientation and Training. PAE will also implement 
a urinalysis-testing program for randomly testing these CSSP 
employees in Afghanistan. Testing will be conducted randomly (in a 
method approved by the COT) such that every American employee is 
tested no less than once every six months. Drugs tested for include: 

Marijuana 

Cocaine 

Amphetamines 

Phencyclidine 

Opiates 

Barbiturates 

Benzodiazepines 

Methamphetamines 

Methadone 

Steroids 

b. The term "random drug testing" is defined as unannounced and 
immediate production of a urine sample without prior notification. 

c. In addition to the requirement to test 100% of CSSP American 
employees once every six months, the DCOT -L will ensure that the 
UC-Security is tested every month. Under the terms of our 
subcontract, Global Strategies Group is required to test every 
dedicated CSSP security person once each month. 

d. Testing will be conducted by Comprehensive Health Services (CHS), 
our medical services subcontractor. They are required to maintain a 
strict chain-of-custody from observed collection to laboratory testing 
to reporting of results. They are required to report results to P AE 
within 48 hours of the testing. 

3. P AE policy is that a positive drug test is grounds for immediate 
termination of employment. 

225. The JSSP Subtask 5 General Requirements page 6, dated August 13, 2012, also 

specifically requires such drug testing: 

In accordance with the FAR (52.223-6), the Contractor shall establish 
a drug free workplace. The Contractor shall establish and enforce a 
drug substance abuse screening program to include a policy on 
alcohol use in Afghanistan. The Contractor shall conduct random 
drug screening of all Contractor personnel. Contractors employed 
under this Task Order are subject to Government searches at any time 
for any reason. The Contractor shall conduct as part of pre
deployment training and regularly in country seminars on Drug 
Abuse, including sessions on the unique nature of drug availability 
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and abuse in Afghanistan, given that it is the largest producer of 
opium and heroin in the world. 

226. The Relator's direct information is that drug testing was not being conducted for 

the CSSP task order personnel. 

227. Mr. Palombo also learned from Mr. Quinlan that PAE decided not to conduct the 

random drug testing because the company's CIVPOL human resources 

management expressed concerns about "false positives" and chain of custody 

issues. Those concerns would extend to the other Afghanistan based task orders as 

well. 

228. Furthermore, the Relator has never heard of a case regarding a P AE employee 

being dismissed from Afghanistan as a result of drug testing. 

229. Relator has no information to support the idea that any drug testing was being 

conducted for any of the Afghanistan related task orders. Indeed, his best 

information is that there was no such drug testing being conducted by P AE in 

Afghanistan. 

230. Of course, any appropriate drug testing sub-contractor could have resolved such 

perceived issues regarding false positives or chain of custody. 

231. The Relator had previously attempted to raise the issue of creating a Quality 

Assurance/Quality Control Inspection program for the field operations early in his 

tenure. Such a program would have included drug testing. 

232. Relator learned that there were no Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) written, 

which would govern the requirements in the field. 

233. Therefore, no Quality Assurance/Quality Control ("QA/QC") program had been, 

or was being, conducted in the field. 
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234. The Relator learned about the lack of Standard Operating Procedures from 

Michael Tindle, who became Director of Operations several months after the 

Relator joined the company. 

235. Mr. Tindle advised that an inspection program, as recommended by the Relator, 

could not be implemented until Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) were 

prepared for all the field functions. 

236. The Relator's information is that, as of this filing, no QNQC inspections have 

taken place. 

237. The result is that CSSP personnel and other personnel in Afghanistan for PAE 

were, and are, not being given random drug tests. 

G. RETENTION BONUSES NOT PAID 

238. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

239. The Relator was told that P AE was not paying the retention bonuses owed to 

personnel retained to work on the Haiti task order. 

240. The Relator learned of this issue in at least two conversations with Reed 

Hennebury, the Haiti task order Program Implementer. 

241. P AE charged the State Department for such retention bonuses. 

242. Mr. Palombo confinned this to be the case with a former Haiti task order 

employee who had been on the site for more than two years. 

243. Mr. Palombo also has information that similar retention bonuses were not paid 

with respect to personnel serving in Afghanistan. 

H. FAILURE TO REIMBURSE THE UNITED STATES 
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244. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

245. The Relator was told that P AE failed to reimburse the State Department when it 

recovered a significant amount of money for overcharges by the Afghanistan 

Dining Facility or "DFAC" sub-contractor. 

246. Dan Moritz, the Deputy Program Manager of the Interdiction task order, informed 

the Relator that P AE had successfully obtained reimbursement from overcharges 

by the DF AC sub-contractor in Afghanistan. 

247. To Mr. Moritz's knowledge, PAE had not passed any portion of that 

reimbursement on to the State Department. 

I. RETALIATION AGAINST THE RELATOR 

248. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

249. The Relator was dismissed as part of a "reduction in force," according toP AE, on 

July 11, 2013. 

250. He was offered severance, conditioned on releasing certain claims against the 

company, which the Relator did not accept. 

251. As is clear from the preceding paragraphs, the Relator was distressed at P AE's 

failure to conduct basic requirements of its task orders in the CIVPOL contract. 

252. In addition to telling managers about this problem, he attempted to fix it. 

253. The Relator's direct superior, Lynn Holland, hampered and prevented the Relator 

from correcting many of the issues he raised. 
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254. As a result, the Relator received a negative petformance assessment for the 2012 

performance period. 

255. This was a shock for the Relator, who had a 40 year history of successful work in 

his profession. 

256. His prior P AE performance assessment for the period of 2011 was positive. 

257. He filed a rebuttal of the 2012 performance assessment, which is cited here: 

Never in my 43 year professional career have I had to prepare such a document 
simply because never have I received such an insulting, unwarranted and 
disrespectful performance rating. 

What I find equally troubling is that I did not receive the evaluation until March 
13t1\ two months after it should have been provided. 

When I was hired in May of2011 then CIVPOL/CJPS Program Manager Dan 
Moritz tasked me with conducting an assessment of what he termed a 
dysfunctional recruiting and staffing system. My assessment confirmed that both 
programs lacked an efficient recruiting and vetting process and as such I 
developed a Strategic Staffing Process matrix to track my recommended 
improvements to the process. To date several of these improvements have been 
implemented with measured success. 

The most disturbing issue discovered as a result of my 2011 assessment is that we 
as a company are not compliant with at least two of the CIVPOL base 
contract/task order requirements concerning applicant disciplinary and 
independent reference checks. These two very significant requirements are not 
being accomplished during the candidate vetting process even though we 
repeatedly state so in all of our Global and AJJS task order extension proposals as 
well as our CJPS proposal in 2010 and last year's CJPS Haiti TORP. (Task Order 
Request Proposal) 

During the past nine months I have determined that at least eight candidates who 
attended our Pre~deployment Training had significant issues in their backgrounds 
that should have been investigated before considering them for employment. 
These issues, which would have been uncovered had they been thoroughly vetted, 
were only discovered as a result of a background tool employed by our 
psychological vendor at the training venue. This vendor was only contracted in 
January of 2012 so one can only wonder how many previous unqualified 
candidates have gone unnoticed. Ms. Holland refuses to understand that these 
contract deficiencies have existed for a long period of time. 
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258. On June 11, 2013, the Relator was notified of his pending termination effective 

July 11, 2013. 

259. P AE took this action against the Relator as a result of his repeated warnings that 

the company was not compliant with its contract requirements. 

VIOLATIONS OF THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT 

COUNT I 
VIOLATIONS OF 31 U.S.C. §3729(a)(1)(A) 

260. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

261. P AE submitted numerous false claims to the government and thereby repeatedly 

violated the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §3729(a)(1)(A). 

262. Defendant Lockheed Martin is jointly liable for any of the acts described herein, 

which took place while it owned P AE, and Defendant Lindsay Goldberg, as 

owner ofP AE, is also liable for all acts described herein. 

263. PAE's willful failure to conduct complete background checks on the personnel it 

recruited and deployed increased the risk to State Department missions in exactly 

the manner such checks are designed to reduce risks. 

264. In so doing, P AE has put at risk virtually every INL mission to which it deployed 

personnel. 

265. P AE submitted false claims, in the form of invoices related to such personnel, as 

well as task order contract documents, knowing that complete background checks 

were requirements for the task orders and base contracts and knowing that they 

were not being conducted. 
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266. PAE submitted a false claim every time it requested payment pursuant to any of 

its personnel over at least the past six years, when it failed to perform a complete 

background check as required, because in the process of requesting payment it 

was assuring the government such a complete background check had been 

conducted. 

267. Any claim made incident to a candidate who was not given a complete 

background check, as required by the CIVPOL or CJPS base contract and task 

orders, is a violation of the Act. 

268. Furthermore, any task order bid upon by P AE under the CIVPOL or CJPS base 

contract for at least the last six years, with an assurance that P AE was conducting 

or would conduct such complete background checks, is a false claim, a violation 

of the Act and a fraudulent inducement to award the task order toP AE. 

269. Damages to the United States for such fraudulent inducement include the full 

value of any such contract document. 

270. The CJPS base contract was awarded pursuant to similar false assurances and is a 

false claim. 

271. Any costs associated with personnel who were invited to pre-deployment training, 

whether deployed or not, who were not completely vetted as required, are deemed 

damages under this Act. 

272. Any costs associated with personnel who simply should not have been deployed 

are deemed damages under the Act. 

273. Any costs created by any security incidents such personnel created are proximate 

to false claims and also recoverable under the Act. 
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27 4. Any invoices submitted by P AE for host country or third country national 

personnel when the company failed to provide relevant information to the 

Regional Security Officer "RSO" are false claims. 

275. Defendants are also liable for claims made regarding personnel, who were 

supposed to be subject to random drug testing, when PAE knowingly failed to 

conduct such testing. 

276. Defendants are liable for fraud in the inducement on every task order in which 

P AE claimed to be conducting random drug testing, when it was not conducting 

such testing. 

277. Defendants are liable for any claims incident to retention bonuses P AE did not 

pay personnel. 

278. Defendants are liable to the United States for three times the full amount of these 

damages, to be determined at trial. 

279. Each and every such false claim is also subject to a civil fine under the False 

Claims Act of Five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) to Eleven 

Thousand Dollars ($11,000.00), plus any increase as specified under the Federal 

Civil Penalties Adjustment Act of 1990. 

COUNTll 
VIOLATIONS OF 31 U.S.C. §3729(a)(l)(B) 

280. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

281. P AE created numerous false statements related to false claims to the government 

and thereby repeatedly violated the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §3729(a)(l)(B). 
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282. Defendant Lockheed Martin is jointly liable for any of the false statements 

described herein, which took place while it owned P AE, and Defendant Lindsay 

Goldberg, as owner ofPAE, is also liable for all false statements described herein. 

283. Every statement that complete background tests were being conducted when they 

were not is a false statement including, such statements made in task orders or 

invoices. 

284. Any invoice or task order, which implied such background tests were being 

conducted are false statements under the Act. 

285. Any task orders, invoices or statements that stated or implied that random drug 

testing was being conducted in Afghanistan by P AE are false statements under the 

Act. 

286. Any invoices including claims made for retention bonuses not paid by P AE are 

false statements. 

287. Defendants are liable to the United States for three times the full amount of these 

damages to be determined at trial. 

288. Each and every false statement is also subject to a civil fine under the False 

Claims Act of Five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) to Eleven 

Thousand Dollars ($11,000.00), plus any increase as specified under the Federal 

Civil Penalties Adjustment Act of 1990. 

COUNTlll 
VIOLATIONS OF 31 U.S.C. §3729(a)(l)(D), (G) 

289. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 
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290. PAE retained funds it recovered from a subcontractor which were rightly the 

property of the United States and thereby violated the False Claims Act, 31 

U.S.C. §3729(a)(1)(D), (G). 

291. Defendant Lockheed Martin is jointly liable for any of the false statements 

described herein, which took place while it owned P AE, and Defendant Lindsay 

Goldberg, as owner ofP AE, is also liable for all false statements described herein. 

292. Any reimbursements owed the United States as a result of obtaining money from 

the DFAC sub-contractor who over charged PAE is a violation of the Act. 

293. Such reimbursement money is the property of the United States and P AE may not 

keep it. In doing so PAE violated 31 U.S. C. §3729(a)(1), (D). 

294. Alternatively, PAE has an obligation to pay the United States when it obtains 

reimbursements and by failing to reimburse the United States, violated 31 U.S. C. 

§3729(a)(l), (G). 

295. Under either subsection of the Act, the Defendants are liable for three times the 

damages caused by not reimbursing the United States. 

296. Each and every such violation of the False Claims Act is also subject to a civil 

fine under the False Claims Act of Five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 

($5,500.00) to Eleven Thousand Dollars ($11,000.00), plus any increase as 

specified under the Federal Civil Penalties Adjustment Act of 1990. 

COUNT IV 
VIOLATIONS OF 31 U.S.C. §3730(h) 

297. The allegations contained in the paragraphs above are hereby re-alleged and 

set forth fully as above. 

298. The Relator was hired to help fix issues of recruitment and screening within P AE. 
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299. Relator was the subject of retaliation in violation of31 U.S. C. §3730(h). 

300. He was harassed and ultimately fired for attempting to do his job and reporting 

P AE' s willful failure to meet contractual requirements. 

301. Defendant Lindsay Goldberg, as owner ofPAE, is jointly liable for the retaliatory 

action taken against the Relator described herein as owner ofPAE. 

302. As detailed above, the Relator has a long and distinguished career of service to 

government and government contractors. 

303. P AE' s initial report on his service was positive. 

304. When the Relator pointed to issues PAE knew were violations of its contract 

obligations, the Relator was specifically told not to implement improvements. 

305. The Relator received an assessment of his job performance, which was absurdly 

distorted the facts. 

306. Relator was ultimately dismissed from the company in a so-called "reduction in 

force," which relieved the company of personnel who were trying to bring it into 

compliance with its contractual obligations. 

307. Such retaliatory actions are violations of the Act. 

308. PAE is liable to the Relator for damages in an amount to be determined at trial 

including, but not limited to, reinstatement with the same seniority status he 

previously enjoyed, two times the amount of back pay, interest on the back pay, 

and compensation for special damages as well as litigation costs and reasonable 

attorney's fees. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff-Relator, on behalf of himself and the United States, 

requests that judgment be entered in his favor and against Defendants as follows: 

(a) That Defendants cease and desist from violating 31 U.S.C. § 3729, et seq.; 

(b) That this Court enter judgment against the Defendants in an amount equal to 

three times the amount of damages the United States has sustained because of 

Defendants' actions, plus a civil penalty of not less than Five Thousand Five 

Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) and not more than Eleven Thousand Dollars 

($11,000.00) for each violation of 31 U.S. C. § 3729, plus any increase 

allowed for such civil penalties as specified under the Federal Civil Penalties 

Adjustment Act of 1990; 

(c) That Plaintiff-Relator be awarded an amount that the Court decides is 

reasonable, which shall not be less than Fifteen percent (15%) nor more than 

Thirty percent (30%) of the proceeds or settlement of any related 

administrative, criminal, or civil actions, including the monetary value of any 

equitable relief, fines, restitution, or disgorgement to the United States, and/or 

third parties; 

(d) That Plaintiff-Relator be granted a trial by jury; 

(e) That the Plaintiff-Relator be awarded all costs of this action, including 

attorney's fees and costs pursuant to 31 U.S.C. §§ 3730(d); 

(t) That the Relator be awarded retaliation damages under 31 U.S. C. §3730(h) 

including but not limited to reinstatement with the same seniority status he 

previously enjoyed, two times the amount of back pay, interest on back pay, 
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and compensation for special damages as well as litigation costs and 

reasonable attorney's fees; 

(g) That the United States, and the Relator recover such other relief as this Court 

deems just and proper. 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

Respectfully submitted, 

~~ 
Is/ Anthony C. Munter 
Anthony C. Munter 
DC BarNo. 483823 

PRICE BENOWITZ, LLP 
409 7TH Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 
Phone: (202) 417-6000 
Fax: (202) 664-1331 

Attorneys for P lainti.ff-Relator 
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